This paper presents an analysis of optimal impact strategies to deflect potentially dangerous asteroids. In order to compute the increase in the minimum orbit intersection distance of the asteroid due to an impact with a spacecraft, simple analytical formulae are derived from proximal motion equations. The proposed analytical formulation allows for an analysis of the optimal direction of the deviating impulse transferred to the asteroid. This ideal optimal direction cannot be achieved for every asteroid at any time, therefore an analysis of the optimal launch opportunities for deviating a number of selected asteroids was 
I. Introduction
he Earth, as most of the planets of the Solar System, from its formation up to recent times, has experienced a strong interaction with minor celestial bodies such as asteroids and comets, many times resulting in dramatic impact events which have had serious effects on the geological, climate and global evolution of our planet. Though it is not possible to assess how many times the Earth during its history has been hit by one of these objects, the some 170 impact craters recognized around the globe give a scientific evidence that such astronomical events have repeatedly happened in the past, sometimes with global and dramatic consequences on the planet, as in the case of the Chicxulub crater in the Yucatan, which is estimated to have been caused by a celestial body of about ten km in size, and which is today widely acknowledged as the reason for the dinosaurs' extinction some 65 million years ago.
In fact the potential impact of such a large and massive object, though statistically unlikely, having a probability of one event over millions of years, would certainly pose a critical threat to most of the population of the planet. It is estimated that there are more than 1000 objects having a size larger than 1 km. On the other hand if these large size T bodies are extremely rare, it should be noticed that objects of 40 m in diameter, which is considered the critical threshold above which the Earth's atmosphere is no longer disintegrating an object, are estimated to be more than one million in number with a statistical frequency of impact of one hundred years or even less. An example of such an event happened at the beginning of the twentieth century in Siberia where an object of few tens of meters, though disintegrating before hitting the ground, produced a large devastation of many square kilometers of the Siberian forest. It is quite clear what the effect of such an impact would be if it happened in a densely populated area.
The recent discovery of Apophis, for which an impact in 2029 has been definitively excluded, through a passage in a keyhole during the 2029 fly-by could still lead to a close approach in 2036, has widely drawn the attention of public and media on the issue of potentially hazardous objects, and consequently of the technological and detection capabilities that nations have in order to implement a mitigation and prevention policy. Many research centers and groups exist around the world currently using ground based observation methodologies in order to keep track of risky objects together with a continuous update of the risk assessment related to each potential hazardous object. At the same time space agencies have started widening their scope to comets and asteroids not only for scientific reasons, but also in the frame of developing technological capabilities required in the case of an object should pose a serious threat to the Earth.
The European Space Agency in particular is now assessing the feasibility of the Don Quijote mission 1 , due to launch in the first half of next decade, which is intended to impact a spacecraft with a high relative velocity onto an asteroid and measure its deflection. Should this mission fly, this would be the first technological demonstration of our capability to deviate an asteroid if needed.
Prevention strategies against a potential hazardous object in collision route with the Earth usually consider a change in momentum of the asteroid, with a consequent variation in the semi-major axis which results in an increase of the Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance (MOID), between the Earth and the object. Several different strategies have been considered to achieve this goal; among them the simplest one is the kinetic impact. In fact, as will be shown in this paper, effective kinetic impacts resulting in a variation of the MOID even of thousand of kilometers seem to be already achievable with the current launch technology with a relatively small spacecraft, provided that the time difference between the momentum change and the potential Earth impact is large enough.
In this paper we focus our attention on the analysis of optimal impact strategies for the deflection of asteroids. A simple analytical expression is derived to compute the displacement of the position of an asteroid at the Minimum Orbit Interception Distance point, after the impact with a small spacecraft. This analytical formulation makes use of proximal motion equations expressed as a function of orbital elements 2 . These equations, already available in the literature, provide, with very little modifications, a very simple and general means to compute with a good accuracy the variation of the MOID without the need for further analytical developments.
The approach presented in this paper is an extension and a generalization of the methodologies proposed in previous works 3-5 where formulae were devised to compute the deviation due to a variation of the orbital mean motion, i.e. due to an action applied along the direction of the motion of the asteroid. A more general approach was already proposed by Conway 6 who used Lagrange coefficients expressed through universal formulae to analytically propagate forward in time the result of an impulsive maneuver. By that, he derived an elegant way to determine the near-optimal direction in which the impulse should be given. A similar approach was taken by Park and Ross 7 , who performed a constrained optimization to compute the optimal impulsive deflection maneuver; in a subsequent work 8 they added the gravitational effects of Earth obtaining a more accurate estimation of the optimal impulse.
In this paper, near-optimal directions for deviation impulses are derived using a simple restricted two-body dynamic model. The gravitational effect of the Earth is accounted for by looking at the obtained deviation on the bplane. The accuracy of the result is then assessed using a numerical propagation of the post deviation conditions with a full three-body dynamic model including the Sun and the Earth.
Since ideal optimal deflection conditions cannot always be achieved, a characterization of optimal mission opportunities is performed for a restricted group of selected asteroids over a very wide range of possible launch dates. It was decided to look only for mission options with a relatively low transfer time therefore only direct transfers and transfers with one single swing-by of Venus were considered. Longer sequences of swing-bys, though improving the deviation, would imply a longer term planning and more complex operations. The search for different transfer options was performed with a particular global optimization procedure based on an automatic branch and prune of the solution space combined with an agent-based search technique. This methodology has been proven to be an effective way of looking for families of optimal solutions in the case of complex trajectory design problems 9, 10 . The result of this analysis demonstrates how, with a small spacecraft and very simple transfer strategies, it is possible to obtain considerable deviations for most of the threatening asteroids. 
II.

Maximum Deviation Problem
the above variation on M takes into account only the instantaneous change of the orbit geometry at time t d . On the other hand due to the change in the semi-major axis we have a variation of the mean motion n and therefore a change in the mean anomaly at the time of the MOID given by: 
is the vector distance of the asteroid from the Earth at the MOID, and
is the variation given by Eqs.
(1) at t MOID , then the objective function for the maximum deviation problem is the following:
The proposed formulation provides a very fast analytical way of computing the variation of any asteroid's orbit due to any impulsive deviation action. It is both an extension and a generalization of other approaches 3,4,5 that were instead limited to actions in the direction of the unperturbed velocity of the asteroid. Compared to more general methods that are analytically propagating the perturbed trajectory by using the Lagrange coefficients 7 , the proposed approach does not require any solution of the time equation for every variation of the orbit of the asteroid and therefore it is less computationally expensive. On the other hand, it is conceptually and computationally equivalent to those approaches 6 that are analytically propagating only the variation of the position and velocity of the asteroid by using the fundamental perturbation matrix 11 , although the accuracy of the two formulations was not compared.
Conversely, the benefit of using proximal motion equations expressed in orbital elements is the explicit relationship between the components of the perturbing action and the variation of the geometric characteristics of the orbit of the asteroid.
A. Maximum Deviation Strategies
By combining Eqs. (1) 
where with the ones of Conway 6 . It can be noted that the value of the normal component of the optimal deviation impulse goes periodically to zero with a period equal to the one of the asteroid. Therefore a deviation impulse given in the normal direction yields no deviation after an exact number of revolutions.  r associated to ˆo pt  v is the maximum one and overlaps the deviation achieved with a normal impulse, for low t , and the one with a tangent maneuver, for longer t . An impulsive action at the pericenter is found to be the most effective one, while a  v at the apocenter gives a deviation close to the minimum one. The choice of an optimum timing along the orbital period is more significant for highly eccentric orbits (see Fig. 2b ). 
C. Representation on the b-plane
The achieved deviation can be represented on the plane perpendicular to the incoming relative velocity of the small body at the planet arrival, i.e. the b-plane. We can define a local reference system centered in the Earth with the axis  perpendicular to the b-plane aligned along the unperturbed velocity of the asteroid relative to the Earth, the axis  along the direction opposite to the projection of the heliocentric velocity of the planet onto the b-plane, and the axis  that completes the reference system (see Fig. 6a ). The general transformation from the Cartesian to the b-plane reference frame is:
where x is a generic vector,  ,  and  are column vectors that can be computed as:
, nominal , nominalN
is the unperturbed velocity of the asteroid relative to the Earth, expressed in a Cartesian reference frame and E v is the velocity of the Earth. 
The proper representation would be on the instantaneous b-plane, perpendicular to the deviated relative velocity of the asteroid, however the maximum relative error between the plane perpendicular to the nominal relative velocity and the perturbed one is around 0.01, thus in the following we are using the former one which avoids the additional calculation of the velocity of the deflected asteroid. Moreover, for this analysis, we set to zero the distance at the MOID in order to have the Earth at the origin of the reference system on the b-plane. To this aim, the phase and periapsis anomaly of the asteroids were modified in order to have 0   r . This will not change the result of our analysis, because the other geometric properties of the orbit are unchanged.
On the b-plane we can represent the distance * b (called impact parameter) from the Earth to the intercept of the asymptote of the hyperbola of the deviated orbit of the asteroid:
Since we expect the hyperbolic trajectory to be close to a straight line, * b is also a good estimation of the radius of the pericenter of the hyperbolic trajectory and hence the minimum distance from the Earth (see Fig. 6b ). Fig. 7 shows the impact parameter (bold lines) for a highly elliptic asteroid (1979XB) together with the norm of the deviation r (thin lines). Although for a time-to-impact t above a specific value, which is different for every The difference between the two results is mainly due to the gravitational effect of the Earth when the asteroid approaches and enters the sphere of influence. The formulation of the maximization problem in Eq. (7) 
Three-body analysis
The results obtained with the b-plane formulation imply an increase of the  v -requirement due to the gravitational effects of the Earth, which is consistent with the results found by Park and Ross 8 . Furthermore they suggest a different optimal strategy for short times-to-impact. We can verify the reliability of these results by propagating the motion of the asteroid after the deflection maneuver for two different cases: the optimal deflection maneuver is computed as the result of the maximization of the deviation, the optimal deflection maneuver is computed as the result of the maximization of the b * -parameter. A full three-body dynamic model was used (i.e.
considering the Sun and the Earth as gravitational bodies) and the trajectory was propagated, after a 2 m/s impulse, over the interval
Then, the closest point to the Earth was computed as follows:
As can be seen in Fig. 10a , a deflection maneuver computed maximizing the deviation is not an optimal strategy for short times-to-impact while the one computed maximizing the The two situations described in Fig. 12 are a consequence of the sign of the impulsive maneuver  opt v obtained from problem (7). In fact, for a   v along the motion, the period of the asteroid is increased, hence at MOID t the asteroid is at point A in Fig. 12a . On the other hand for a   v along the motion, the period of the asteroid is decreased, hence at MOID t the asteroid is at point B in Fig. 12b . was calculated by applying the impulsive maneuver along the tangent (Fig. 13a) , the normal (Fig. 13b) and the outof-plane direction (Fig. 13c) respectively. It can be noted that an impulse along the tangent direction produces a substantial variation of the  -component, with a secular and a periodic term, and a small, periodic variation of the Fig. 15a ), the best results are achieved if the impulse is given at the pericenter of the orbit.
Analysis of the Deviation Components in the b-plane
A  v at the apocenter, instead, is almost the less efficient action, because it changes  (related to the MOID) but not  . Note that by acting k orbital periods before the impact (where k is an integer), the deviation component along  is zero. For a orbit with a low eccentricity (see Fig. 15b ) a deviation maneuver at the pericenter is still the most efficient, though it does not maximize  . 
III. Mission Options
A. Target Selection
Potentially Hazardous Asteroids (PHAs) are a subclass of NEOs which are defined based on parameters that measure the asteroids' potential to make dangerously close approaches to Earth. Specifically all asteroids having a MOID smaller than 0.05 AU and an absolute magnitude of 22 or less (i.e. bigger than about 150 m in diameters) define this group. More than 770 PHAs are currently known, and it is estimated that at least a similar quantity of objects with these characteristics are still to be discovered. Different research groups in the world, such as the JPL Sentry system ‡ or the NeoDys group in Pisa Italy § , keep updated databases continuously assessing the risk posed by these objects. As more ground based observations become available a more accurate determination of the PHAs orbits will be available and, as a consequence, some of the asteroids might be removed from the possible impact risks list. However looking at the current estimation for potential impacts through the next century, there are still a few objects whose impact probability is not negligible in statistical terms. Table 1 shows an extract of 30 objects taken from the JPL catalogue of asteroids, with the exception of 2004VD17 that, although foreseen to have its closest approach with the Earth in the years 2102-2104, is currently ‡ http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/risk/ § http://newton.dm.unipi.it/cgi-bin/neodys/neoibo considered as the most dangerous objects in terms of impact probability due to its large size relative to the other PHAs listed. Table 1 lists The rationale behind the selection presented in Table 1 is twofold. We are interested in providing some general considerations on optimal impact trajectories and consequent deviations strategies, and for this reason have surveyed a set of potential dangerous objects presenting a large variety of orbital and physical characteristics. As can be noticed from Table 1 , our selection collects objects having semi-major axes ranging between 0.85 and 3 AU, an eccentricity as large as 0.92 and an orbital inclination up to 28 deg, while having estimated masses in a range between 10 7 and 10 12 kg. Such relevant differences in both orbital elements and the mass will eventually affect the optimal impact and deflection strategy. At the same time we want to look at some actual sample cases, considering real objects currently having quite a high impact probability (usually indicated in terms of Palermo scale), in order to provide a worst case assessment of the current and short term future capabilities of deflecting hazardous objects like Apophis or 2004VD17 if such an unlikely, but highly disastrous event, should ever be faced by our society. The MOID r  was calculated using the Earth's ephemerides on the 1 st of January 2000, at 12:00 (0 MJD since 2000).
As a consequence of this approximation, the MOID of asteroid 1997XR2 results to be less than the Earth radius. The actual MOID varies with time, due to the actual orbit of both the Earth and the asteroid, furthermore a MOID smaller than the radius of the Earth does not imply an imminent impact since the Earth and the asteroid could not be at the MOID at the same time, Note that, the aim of this work is not to reproduce a realistic impact scenario but rather to assess the actual achievable deviation, as opposed to the theoretical one derived in the previous chapters, depending on the mass and orbital characteristics of the asteroid. In this respect the modulus and direction of the MOID vector play an important role, as it will be demonstrated in the following. A more accurate calculation of the MOID would produce a more precise estimation of the actual achievable deviation but would not invalidate the results in this paper. 
B. Impact Model and Optimization Problem Definition
The impact between the spacecraft and the asteroid is considered to be perfectly inelastic; we do not take into consideration other effects due to the ejection of mass or gasses. The variation of velocity imparted by the spacecraft to the asteroid is therefore given by the equation:
where the relative velocity v s of the spacecraft with respect to the asteroid at the impact point is computed from the ephemerides of the asteroid and from the solution of a Lambert's problem for the spacecraft, and the parameter  has a value of 1 in this implementation.
The mass of the asteroid A m was estimated from its measured magnitude, while the mass of the spacecraft at the impact point was computed through the rocket equation as follows:
where the I sp was taken equal to 315 s and the total v tot is the sum of all the required maneuvers that the spacecraft has to perform after launch. All the celestial bodies are considered to be point masses with no gravity, the ephemerides of the asteroids were computed using the mean orbital elements in Table 1 while analytical ephemerides considering the long term variation of the orbital elements were used for the Earth and for Venus. In the case of direct Earth-asteroid transfers, v tot is the required velocity change at the Earth to reach the asteroid, in the case of Earth-Venus-asteroid transfers, instead, v tot accounts for the required velocity change at the Earth to reach Venus plus the deep space correction required after the Venus swing-by to reach the asteroid (further details on the trajectory model can be found in Vasile et al. 9 ). The initial mass of the spacecraft is m s (t 0 ) = 1000 kg and the launcher is assumed to provide an escape velocity of 2. 
The deviation r is therefore a function of the mass of the spacecraft at impact and can be written in compact form as follows:
The square of the modulus of the MOID after deviation is therefore:
which has to be maximized with respect to the launch date t 0 and the deviation time t d . Note that, though from the analysis presented in the previous chapter the strategies that aims at maximizing b * are more accurate than the ones aiming at the maximization of r, in the following we use the latter since it provides good and reliable results for medium to long times-to-impact and requires a lower computational cost.
In order to better examine the full range of launch opportunities we ran three different optimizations fixing three different upper limits for the maximum warning time, which is the time from launch to the time the asteroid reaches the MOID: respectively up to 5, 10 and 15 years. This was obtained by fixing the upper limit for a possible launch date to respectively [3650 5475] MJD2000, [3650 7300] MJD2000 and [3650 9125] MJD2000. Since the warning time can be up to 15 years we computed all the times the asteroid is crossing the MOID for up to 15 years after the upper limit for the launch date and we took the first date the asteroid is reaching the MOID. Since some asteroids in Table 1 can not be reached with a low cost direct transfer, we also analyze the benefits of a single swing-by maneuver with Venus. More complex sequences and multi-burn maneuvers can further improve the deviation in the desired time frame; this will be the subject of future work.
Since we are interested in a large number of local minima for the objective function given in Eq. (16) rather than only the global one, we used a particular global optimization method which blends a stochastic search with an automatic solution space decomposition technique. This method has proven to be particularly effective compared to common optimization methods, especially when applied to space trajectory optimization problems 10, 12 .
Furthermore, it is expected that the largest deviations can be obtained with the longest warning time, thus we performed an additional analysis optimizing the warning time t w along with objective function (16):
For this second analysis the aim was to find the set of Pareto optimal solutions, i.e. all those solutions for which there is no other solution that has a better value for both J and t w . We used the same optimization method but in its multi-objective version 12, 13 .
C. Results
Single-objective optimization
The results of the single-objective optimization consist of a number of families of mission opportunities for each upper boundary on the maximum warning time. When the asteroid has high inclination, the optimal interception points are concentrated at the ascending and descending node of the orbit. Two examples are shown in Fig. 16 (asteroid 1979XB and asteroid 1996TC1) with the value of the argument of latitude at interception shown in Fig. 17 . As can be seen in Fig. 16 , the interception points, marked with a dot, are situated straddling the pericenter. This is the best compromise between an impact at the pericenter, which is the point that ensures the maximum change in The value of the impact velocity is almost a linear function of the eccentricity of the orbit as shown in Fig. 19a and its out-of-plane component increases with the inclination of the orbit (see Fig. 19b ). . Among all the solutions of each Pareto optimal set for each scenario, we selected, and listed in Table 2 , the ones that maximize the total deflection. the comparison between the actual achieved deviations of asteroids with small and big r  we can infer that r  itself plays an important role and cannot be neglected when dealing with a realistic impact scenario.
Multi-objective optimization
It should be noted that a number of solutions computed with the single objective approach belong to the set of Fig. 22 shows that very high speed fuel-efficient impacts have both a very high normal and tangential components with negative sign. High speed direct impacts, therefore, correspond to trajectories that intersect almost perpendicularly the orbit of the NEO and not necessarily at the perihelion. Since this particular behavior is due to the limitation on the propellant consumption, one or more gravity assist maneuvers could improve the impact performance. Here, only the effect of a single swing-by of Venus will be considered. Table 3 reports all the solutions that show a significant improvement of the total deviation with respect to the direct transfer options. 
Venus swing-by
IV. Conclusion
In this paper a simple analytical expression based on proximal motion equations is derived for the computation of the deflection of potentially hazardous asteroids. An analysis of the accuracy of the proposed analytical formulation has shown its accuracy for a wide range of orbit geometries and for different deviation strategies. This formulation represents an extension of all the approaches based on a variation of the mean motion of the asteroid.
Furthermore it is less computationally expensive than the approaches based on the use of the Lagrange coefficients.
The proposed formulation was used at first to predict the optimal direction of the deflection  v that has to be applied to the NEO. The results presented in this paper are in agreement with already existing results obtained with different techniques. This confirms the correctness of the approach and the basic assumptions that were made.
Moreover a wide range of mission opportunities was analyzed through a hybrid global search method. Optimal launch options for direct transfers and for transfers via a single Venus gravity assist maneuver were identified for a selection of 30 asteroids with different orbital characteristics and different masses.
Though the assumed impacting spacecraft mass is quite small, it can be seen that remarkable deviations can be achieved with a reasonable time-to-impact by producing a small  v along track. On the other hand, for very short times-to-impact a more consistent  v is required, especially if the gravitational effects of the Earth are considered;
in this case the direction of the optimal impulse depends on the time-to-impact and the orbital parameters of the asteroid. The results obtained in this paper show that the actual achievable change in the MOID can be significantly different from the deviation r as a consequence of the modulus and direction of the MOID vector itself. Therefore the actual MOID cannot be neglected, in general. Furthermore it was shown that the ideal point of interception of the asteroid, when the transfer is considered, is not necessarily the pericenter of the orbit of the asteroid.
The importance of the transfer trajectory suggests that more complex sequences of gravity maneuvers and multiimpulse transfers may improve the results obtained in this paper. The design of more efficient transfer trajectories is currently under investigation and will be the subject of a future publication.
